SHARING OPPORTUNITIES FOR LOW CARBON URBAN TRANSPORTATION

e-learning

Unit 5: Operational services model
e-learning
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Definition of routes and services

e-learning

• This implies the creation of a transportation services integrated network that -as far
as possible- should be aligned with a major urban development strategy oriented
towards sustainable mobility. The definition of the network and its characteristics
should take into account the technical analysis of the current and estimated supply
and demand, available technologies, as well as an expected system expansion
plan.
• Once the network has been designed (which depends on passenger demand, as
well as road infrastructure and available equipment) a definition of the services to
be provided should be made. (Varela, Sebastián, 2014. Support for the preparation
of Intercity Mobility Projects and Freight Transportation. Unpublished document)
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Routes and services

e-learning

Transport planning
Bus routes definition
Services
Rules of operation
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Types of services (1)

e-learning

Even though the classification varies by system, it is possible to identify three types of
services:
• Major Trunk Road. Its main task is to move big volumes of passengers, generally
throughout main city roads. These type of routes have specialized infrastructure,
exclusive to the operation of the Subway, Light rail or BRT, and the transported
passenger rate can reach 60 thousand/hour per direction, depending on the units
and existing infrastructure.
• Pre-trunk road. It works along main routes and has specialized infrastructure, stop
points, preferential lanes; all of which provide circulation priority.
• Local. It is used to transport users to the modal exchange centers or to major trunk
and pre-trunk integration points. It usually uses smaller vehicles that travel in
secondary and local routes. Likewise, it is important to consider that the movement
of pedestrians and cyclists, the public bicycle systems and even private vehicles
can function as feeder means of transportation.
Ranges for trunk buses: trunk with two lanes and station with three stops: 35,000 - 45,000 passengers/hour per direction. This
figure can increase to 60,000 if 5 platform stations are available. When only one lane is used in long platforms with no
intersections, the number of passengers can amount to 30,000/hour per direction. With only one lane and stations with one
designated stop point, the number ranges between 5,000 passenger/hour per direction (conventional 12 meter buses) and 15,000
passenger/hour per direction (bi-articulated buses).
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Types of services (2)

e-learning

Services
Trunk Corridors

Auxiliary Services

Mobilize citizens on the primary
roads of the city, it has specialized
infrastructure dedicated to its
operation.

Move people on short trips easily.
Trips
on
secondary
roads.
Connects the areas of the city that
are served by trunk lines and
direct routes.

Direct Routes

Feeder Services

It has the task of mobilize their
users by primary roads. It has
specialized infrastructure, staging
points and preferential bus lanes,
which give priority to their trips.

It connects distant areas of the city
to main integration points with
trunk corridors.

INTEGRATE & EXPAND
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Definition of the service provision model (1)

e-learning

One of the most sensitive aspects of its implementation is the definition of companies
to operate the system. In this regard, in Latin America it's possible to identify three
main models :
• Operation by public companies, which brings the added benefit of eliminating
long and costly bidding and negotiation processes. However, the Latin American
experience indicates that these types of companies usually turn out to be rigid and
tend to drastically increase their payroll (and thus, operational costs), affecting
service quality and hampering its expansion.

Vasconcellos, Eduardo (2012), Op. cit. It is important to mention that this is not a rule. It is also possible to find in Latin America
public operators of high technical and business capacities, such as the Santiago Subway and the Mass Transportation Company
from the Aburra Valley (which manages the Medellin Subway, some cable auxiliary services, and BRT.)
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Definition of the service provision model (2)

e-learning

• Competitive bidding. This refers to the process that opens the operation to new
stakeholders, who propose technical and financial offers for the allocation of contracts
in order to operate the whole system or part of it. The advantage to this model is that it
reduces the operational costs by fostering market competition (Hidalgo and Carrigan,
2010). Nevertheless, its social and political costs can be high, because there is a risk of
excluding thousands of small businesses and workers that find it difficult to compete
against large consortiums.
• Direct allocation to current operators who are grouped around formally established
companies. This model is the most used in Mexico, and it has the great advantage of
reducing social and political costs due to the reorganization of the system. However,
negotiations for its implementation usually turn out to be slow and troublesome.
Likewise, the leap from the traditional model to a model based on regulated formal
companies can be disturbing for business people who are used to small-scale models.
This entails the risk of serious financial difficulties for operators and the impossibility of
complying with the allocation contracts.
Under the framework of competitive biddings it is possible to grant advantages in the allocation process to operators and current owners
(which is the case of Transantiago). However, any limitation to competition usually implies additional costs that are transferred to the
user by means of the fare, or that have to be taken over by the State through operation subsidies.
Flores, Onésimo (2014), Op. cit.
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Operational regulations (1)

e-learning

The operation regulations are generally established in fixed-term renewable contracts
between the authority and the various public transportation service companies. In
such contracts the following seven key aspects should be regulated:
• Transportation service operation. This implies defining and agreeing with
operators matters such as routes, passenger exit and boarding areas, frequency,
service schedule, speed limits, stop times at stations, maintenance conditions, fleet
renewal, etc. Likewise, the various contracts should clearly establish reliability and
operational safety standards (such as minimum frequency during peak hours, as
well as driving standards within stations, in road surfaces and road intersections).
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Operational regulations (2)

e-learning

• Authorized service units that meet certain technical, environmental and
ergonomic specifications. The technical specifications must allow for the correct
interaction between the transportation and infrastructure units (stations, heads of
line, and circulation lanes), as well as the use of efficient and low-sulphur fuels. The
environmental specifications strive to define the maximum emission levels of
pollutant gases, which are responsible for the greenhouse effect. Finally, the
ergonomic specifications define the safety standards and the capacity of
passengers to access, exit, and travel inside the transportation units.
• Duration of the system operation concession. The duration must be established
taking into account the service life of buses. It is suggested, as a rule of thumb, to
create concession contracts of duration no longer than 10 years, whose renewal
must be determined based on compliance to performance indicators.
• User service conditions in aspects related to budgeted occupancy rates (number
of passengers per square meter), accessibility, preferential treatment to users
belonging to vulnerable groups, temperature inside the units, acceptable noise
inside the unit, customer service, etc.
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Operational regulations (3)

e-learning

• Collection and income distribution model, by which a system and the
technology to be used must be defined in regards to fare collection and the way in
which the various income sources will be distributed among the operators (fare,
subsidies, publicity).
• Work conditions. Refers to the compensations and work benefits for the various
workers in the system, as well as to the conditions in which each of the job
positions will be developed.
• Accountability mechanisms that establish procedures for the regular assessment
of service operators in all aspects: operational, administrative, and financial.
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Dedicated Infrastructure (1)

e-learning

This entails the creation of a plan and the definition of funding models for construction,
management, and infrastructure maintenance to ensure the correct performance of
the system. Such works include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mass transportation corridors
Improvement of routes
Safeguard yards, and maintenance workshops
Terminals, stations, and designated stops
Modal exchange centers
Infrastructure linked to modal exchange (vehicles and bicycles parking spaces,
public bicycles, bike lanes, etc.)
• Improvement of crossroads, as well as station and stops accessibility
• Traffic lights and signage.
Varela, Sebastián (2014), Op. cit.
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Dedicated Infrastructure (2)
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e-learning
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Unit 5 task

e-learning

I.

Identify the different services provided within the public transport system. Do they
have different quality standards? Do they reflect a common image towards its
customers? How clear is that for non-captive users?

II.

Is there physical, fare-wise or operational integration between the modes?

III.

Identify the dedicated infrastructure existing for the different transport modes
(metro, light rail, tram, bus, bicycles, pedestrians) as well as the infrastructure
dedicated to its integration. Does it reflect a priority over the car-oriented
infrastructure in the city? How does that link to the existing modal split?

Please post your response in the News forum under Unit 5: your task.

Return to course
overview
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